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BAYLOR UNIVERSITY 

The polystyrene-free Baylor University campus and 
athletic facilities used a single event to pave the 
way for campus-wide policy. This event showed the 
power of student pressure, and the importance of 
framing bans in a positive way. A student group 
sought the Sustainability Department’s sponsorship 
for one of Baylor’s largest campus events, to which 
the department agreed under the condition that 
all vendors be polystyrene-free. Chick-fil-A was 
the only vendor to refuse this request but shifted 
policy when they where told that their refusal would 
exclude them. 

After the success of such a large event, the 
Sustainability Department facilitated a verbal 
agreement among campus vendors to extend 
the polystyrene-free standard into the university’s 
sustainability policy. Retail vendors phased out 
polystyrene products over the next few months, 
using the remainder of their stock before buying 
alternatives. Since then, the policy has extended to 
athletic concessions on campus. 

It is important to note that Baylor University did 
not “ban” polystyrene, but instead focused on just 
getting it out of the waste stream. By educating 
about the dangers of polystyrene, altering contracts 
with on campus vendors, and encouraging 
alternatives, Baylor was successful and received little 
resistance in ending Styrofoam use. 

UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII AT MANOA 

Students at the University of Hawaii at Manoa 
approached administration about banning 
polystyrene only to find that dining services had 
already begun taking steps to phase-out the 
material on their own accord. They consulted 
with dining services, established a petition 
committee with representatives from the local 
Surfrider Foundation, and delegated the proposal 
to individual campus food vendors. Ultimately, 
the combined force of students and dining 
hall operations made passing the ban, and its 
subsequent implementation, more effective. 

Subsequently, the group advocated that 
sustainable procurement language be included in 
contracts with private food vendors, such as this 
draft statement from 2013: “In the interest of trash 
reduction, public health, marine life protection, 
and environmental sustainability, the University 
of Hawaii at Manoa is committed to undertaking 
a transition to the use of more responsible food 
service products. As a first step, the University 
hereby prohibits the purchase and use of 
disposable expanded polystyrene (EPS) foam food-
service products on campus. This prohibition will 
apply to new (or renewed) food service contracts. 
Vendors operating under existing contracts will 
be encouraged to phase out EPS foam products 
use as soon as possible. In addition, university 
personnel are advised not to purchase disposable 
EPS foam food products with university funds and 
not to use such products at campus events.” 
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